
CONTEMPORARY 

JAPAN MADE MOBILESS 



constellation
MT0001 (red), MT0002 (black) 

This mobile reaches completion as three pieces 
of the “V”-shaped parts are attached to a single 
line of thread hanging from the ceiling. The 
thread is bent at a number of points along the 
way by the weight of the parts and reveals itself 
as an angled line as a whole. It’s a mobile in 
which the gravity unfolds its own shape. 

Designer : DRILL DESIGN 
Dimensions : W650mm H1,100mm 
Material : Stainless steel, EVA 
Weight : 21g 

Color : Red / Black 



please Mr.postman 
MT0003 

This is a mobile that reaches its perfection by 
attaching a photo or a card as the weight. 
Choose one that is so important to you that you 
would like to watch all the time to make an 
original mobile just for you. “Please Mister 
Postman. If there's a letter, a letter for me.” 

Designer : NAOKI TERADA 
Dimensions : W550mm　H500mm 
Material : Polystyrene resin, steel 
Weight : 93g 

Color : White 



throughout
MT0004 (copper), MT0005 (brass) 

This is a mobile which looks like an accessory 
with a series of circular shapes drawn by fine, 
single lines. The collection of traversable curved 
lines reminds us of physical processes which 
gradually change over time like a cloud in the 
windless sky or the plant growing day by day. 
Floating this mobile in the space just like wearing 
an accessory, one can add a fresh nuance to 
the ordinary room. 

Designer : TAIJI FUJIMORI 
Dimensions : W500mm H740mm 
Material : Copper / Brass 
Weight : 300g 

Color : Copper / Brass 



energy flow 
MT0006 (red), MT0007 (black) 

A mobile using thin, elastic stainless steel wires 
as its structural framework. The part at the 
bottom end of the mobile acts as a weight and 
conveys the gravity throughout the six (6) 
building pieces of steel wires, resulting in the 
unique shaping of the mobile. It’s a mobile in 
which the gravity unfolds its own shape. 

Designer : DRILL DESIGN 
Dimensions : W600 H1,000mm 
Material : Stainless steel, glass  
Weight : 26g 

Color : Red / Black 



I'm only sleeping 
MT0008 (cyan), MT0009 (magenta),  
MT0010 (wood) 

This is a step-like mobile consisting of seven 
clear, balancing levers which gradually change 
its shape over time. The slow-moving figure 
appears to be dozing off in a dream. “Please 
don’t wake me, no, don’t shake me. Leave me 
where I am I’m only sleeping.” 

Designer : NAOKI TERADA 
Dimensions : W1,100mm H80mm (motion range: 
radius of approx. 620mm from the fulcrum) 
Material : Acrylic resin 
Weight : 155g 

Color : Combination of magenta and yellow / 
Combination of cyan and yellow / Transparent 



circle waltz 
MT0011 (mixed), MT0012 (steel) 

The thin, high-carbon steel rings display various 
shapes depending on the locations to which the 
magnet hangers are attached. The natural 
shapes created by the gravitational force waltz in 
the air as if there is no such force. 

Designer : MUTE 
Dimensions : W550mm H670mm 
Material : High-carbon steel, stainless steel, magnet 
/ High-carbon steel, brass, magnet 
Weight : 15g 

Color : Combination of blue, mint green, and 
yellow / Natural high-carbon steel color 



satellite 
MT0013 (keyaki), MT0014 (walnut),  
MT0015 (white ash) 

A series of wooden mobiles named satellite. 
Each one of these mobiles is cut out from a 
piece of wood veneer by laser. Catching the 
breeze in a fine balance, the satellite displays its 
microcosmic wor ld wi th a myster ious 
movement. Four (4) different wood materials are 
available to choose from. Have an experience 
with the microcosm of your own choice. 

Designer : KAZUTERU MURASAWA 
Dimensions : W270mm H900mm 
Material : Wood veneer (Japanese cedar / Japanese 
zelkova / Walnut / Mahogany) 
Weight : 132g 

Color : Japanese cedar / Japanese zelkova / Walnut / 
Mahogany



brain
MT0016 (red), MT0017 (brown),  
MT0018 (green), MT0019 (gold) 

A mobile comprised of three pieces of the 
identical parts and one terminal part. One can 
create multiple patterns of the mobile with whole 
different shapes by changing the combination of 
connecting points like a disentanglement puzzle.  

Designer : DRILL DESIGN 
Dimensions : W250-550mm H570-1,050mm 
Material : Stainless Steel, aluminum 
Weight : 92g 

Color : Red / Brown / Green / Gold 



perspective 
MT0020 (white), MT0021 (brown) 

A series of cascaded window frames. Catching 
the flow of air, the ever-changing figure of each 
one of the window frames creates a mysterious 
illusion in perspective. 

Designer : mother tool 
Dimensions : W450mm H500mm 
Material : Japanese cypress 
Weight : 116g 

Color : White / Brown



place to be
MT0022 (keyaki), MT0023 (walnut) - small 
MT0024 (keyaki), MT0025 (walnut) - medium 
MT0026 (keyaki), MT0027 (walnut) - large 

This small stand mobile connects with gravity at 
a single pivot point. It swings with a unique 
movement when slightly touched yet keeping a 
delicate balance. It is considered that its 
presence lets time and space to reveal many of 
its rich expressions. 

Designer: DRILL DESIGN 
Dimensions: W340mm H375mm 
Material: Wood veneer(Japanese zelkova / Walnut) 
Weight: 28g 

Color: Keyaki / Walnut 



cliffs
MT0028 (gold), MT0029 (silver) 

A single line deformed by its own weight, a 
reminiscence of a bird which flaps its wings 
gently toward the horizon. The movement of this 
mobile is created by the flexibility of the carbon 
steel in relation to the balancing weight. 

Designer: JEAN BESSON 
Dimensions: W1,000mm　H486mm 
Material: High-carbon Steel, Stainless Steel 

Color: Silver / Gold



sail away
MT0030 (gold), MT0031 (silver) 

This mobile consists of 3 triangles.An aluminum 
frame is the biggest and the lightest part, a small 
steel block keeps its whole balance, and a 
wooden base made of walnut holds both the 
frame and the block. These 3 triangular parts’ 
ratios are all equal. The rhythm and balance 
formed by 3 different materials of triangles 
create a soft and calm moment, just like you are 
sailing the ocean. 

Designer: DRILL DESIGN 
Dimensions: W300mm　H210mm 
Material: Aluminum, Steel(Brass-plated), Stainless 
steel, Wood (Walnut) 

Color: Silver / Gray



looping
MT0032 (blue), MT0033 (green), MT0034 (pink), 
MT0035 (bold line), MT0036 (thin line) 

This mobile is made from two, colored or 
printed, acetates curled to shape tubes. Once 
assembled, the tubes sets on each other with 
the help of a clever metal wire clip. A simple 
breeze will suffice to make Looping delicately 
spin around. The whole mobile fits in a standard 
flat envelope, ready to travel the world. 

Designer: Lukas Streit 
Dimensions: W250mm H102mm 
Material: Polyester (color), Polypropylene 
(graphics), Steel 
Weight: 7.5g 

Color: Blue / Pink / Green / Bold line / Thin line 



Rêverie 
MT0037 (maple), MT0038 (walnut) 

This mobile is made out of multiple tree leaf-
shaped pieces of wood suspended on a string. 
The leafs can be slide up or down at will to 
create new shapes. Rêverie is both playful to 
handle and soothing to gaze at.. 

Designer: Loris Gomboso 
Dimensions: W320mm H1,000mm 
Material: Wood veneer 
Weight: 80g 

Color: Walnut / Maple 



Perfect Instance 
MT0039 (blue), MT0040 (gul) 

This mobile is composed of two anodized 
aluminum plates. One horizontal and the other 
vertical split on the sides, so that the plates 
intersect. A metal bar separates the two plates 
so that they are at a good distance and do not 
touch each other. There are also two weights at 
the ends of each plate to hold them in place. 
This allows the two plates to turn freely on 
themselves with the wind. 

Designer: Lisa Bernasconi 
Dimensions: W374mm H950mm 
Material: Aluminum, Brass 
Weight: 260g 

Color: Yellow / Blue 



Sparrow mobile 
MT0041 (blue), MT0042 (gul) 

Designer: Clara yee 
Dimensions: W330mm H230mm 
Material: Paper, stainless steel, white ash 

Color: Yellow / Blue 


